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FLAShING
BACK TO
THE PAST:

October - Lesbian Couple Wins Custody Fight:
On Oct. 25, lesbian couple Kelley McKay and her partner Debra Woodford of Muskegon won legal custody of McKay’s three biological children. McKay’s two daughters and her son were the object of a year and a half battle with McKay’s former husband in the Muskegon County Circuit court.

THE ‘90S - 1999

January - Gender Identity Recognized:
The Open Justice Commission of the State Bar of Michigan voted on Jan. 26 to change the name of the “Sexual Orientation Committee” to the “Gender Identity Committee.” This represents the first time that any state bar organization in the U.S. has officially recognized the interests of the transgender community in an “open justice contest.”

February - Staff of BTL Threatened:
Members of the staff of Between The Lines received a vicious death threat, mailed to them in an official Michigan House of Representatives envelope Feb. 17. The letter, filled with anti-gay obscenities, also ranted against hate crimes legislation which sought to amend Michigan’s Ethnic Intimidation Act. The letter seemed to have been prompted by an editorial cartoon that was critical of the Family Research Council, a radical conservative lobbying group that has been waging an aggressive anti-LGBT battle.

July - Bookstore Closes:
After 18 years in business, Pandora’s Books, an LGBT bookstore in Kalamazoo, announced it will close. According to owner, River Artz, the danger facing bookstores specializing in LGBT material is the brutal competition from huge chains and the internet.

September - LGBT Studies:
Dr. Rick Robinson, political consultant/activist, Detroit City Council senior staffer, Triangle Board of Advisors member, and adjunct professor at Wayne State University offered a new course at WSU about how and why LGBT communities exist. It covered both historic and contemporary communities, along with cross-cultural examples.

RELIGION IN THE LGBT COMMUNITY

1994: On Oct. 27, about 175 people gathered at Barth Hall for Affirmation’s third Town Hall Meeting, entitled “People of Faith Against Homophobia.” A panel of five religious leaders spoke about building bridges among people of faith, lesbians, gay men and bisexual people to oppose discrimination and affirm respect and human dignity. Speakers included Rita Valade, a Catholic nun of the Religious Sisters of Mercy; Rabbi Dick Weiss, MSW; Rt. Rev. R. Stewart Wood, Jr., Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Michigan; and Rev. Renee McCoy of Full Truth Fellowship Church of Christ.

1996: Rev. Richard Rhem, pastor of Christ Community Church in Spring Lake (a small town south of Muskegon), was under review for his pro-gay views. He said that homosexuality is “not a defect, just a difference,” and that to prohibit its expression is discriminatory. The Reformed Church in America executive committee said that Rhem’s support for same-sex relationships “is quite divergent” from RCA teachings and Rhem was at risk of having his RCA credentials revoked.

1997: In a groundbreaking pastoral letter released Sept. 30, the U.S. Catholic bishops advised parents of gay children to put love and support for their sons and daughters before church doctrine that condemns homosexual activity. The document, titled “Always Our Children,” approved by the Administrative Board of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, resulted from a 1993 letter to the late Cardinal Joseph Bernardin from Detroit Catholic Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton and 14 other bishops.

1998: Thomas Brown, a 27-year-old who recently graduated from divinity school, was ordained as a priest at the Episcopal Church of Christ the King in Kalamazoo. Brown told the Kalamazoo Gazette that people in his hometown parish have been less openly critical of him as a gay man as time had passed. “I was touched by how welcoming many people were,” he said. “I think that’s tribute to the

1999: Cardinal Adam Maida, Archbishop of Detroit, issued an Archdiocesan order preventing an Archdiocesan priest from serving in any Catholic facility. The order was prompted by an editorial cartoon that was critical of the Family Research Council, a radical conservative lobbying group that has been waging an aggressive anti-LGBT battle.

Episcopal Church in Western Michigan and Bishop Edward Lee for helping us maintain that type of unity.”

Christi Michigan from holding its annual state conference in any Catholic facility. The site for the event, entitled, “Voices of Hope: Lesbians and Gays in the Church,” was moved from St. Patrick’s Church to Central United Methodist Church.
Every voice matters
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Dana Nessel Joined by Dr. Abdul El-Sayed at Dearborn Town Hall

BY DREW HOWARD

Candidate for Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel fielded questions on what she’ll do to fight hate crimes, tackle the opioid epidemic and safeguard abortion rights during a town hall in Dearborn on Friday.

Hosted inside the Henry Ford Centennial Library Auditorium, Nessel was joined by State Rep. Abdullah Hammoud (D-Dearborn) and former candidate for Governor Dr. Abdul El-Sayed, both of whom vouched for her candidacy.

“Dana is somebody who could be practicing law right now — she could be making a killing at law practice,” El-Sayed said. “Instead of deciding to go and practice law, she decided to spend the last year and a half to be our lawyer. And I would say we the people need a pretty damn good lawyer right now.”

Nessel is a graduate of the University of Michigan and Wayne State University Law School. In addition to being the president of the Fair Michigan Foundation - which features a first-of-its-kind, anti-hate crime task force - Nessel serves as an assistant prosecutor, a civil rights attorney and a defender of indigent defendants.

The town hall Q&A portion kicked off with a question about what Nessel will do to protect minority communities if elected.

“We have 28 organizations in this state that have been labeled as hate groups,” Nessel said. “I’d like to have a hate crime division at the office of Michigan Attorney General that specifically investigates all types of hate crimes that are committed against minority populations.”

Nessel said she would also look out for legislation that discriminates against minorities.

She mentioned a package of bills passed in 2015 that allowed state-funded adoption agencies to discriminate against non-Christians as one example.

“This allowed these agencies the opportunity to say that if you're a same-sex couple, Muslim, Jewish or even atheist, then we can deny you the ability to foster a child,” she said. “Even though the state is paying that agency to provide that child and assist that child in finding a loving, nurturing home forever.”

“These are the kinds of things the AG can intervene and say, 'I'm not going to defend those policies,'” she continued. “Those are flagrantly unconstitutional.”

In response to a question asking what she'd do to stop the opioid epidemic, Nessel said she “absolutely intends” to focus on pharmaceutical companies.

“Too many law-abiding citizens have taken their medication as prescribed only to form addictive behaviors,” Nessel said. “Something

To learn more about Nessel’s views on such issues as marijuana legalization, the environment, labor unions and more, visit dana2018.com. To vote for equality candidates check out www.MiVoterGuide.com for your personalized ballot.
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Circuit Court Judge Candidate to Voters: ‘Flip Over the Ballot’

BY DREW HOWARD

Jake Cunningham, openly gay candidate for Circuit Court Judge in Oakland County, has an important message for those voting this November: “Flip over the ballot.”

“A lot of people don’t realize there are judicial candidates,” Cunningham told BTL. “I find that people have the most interaction with the government through the judicial branch, more than any other branch. And people don’t know who their judges are, or that we vote for judges - we’re on the backside of the ballot.”

As far as being a gay candidate, there aren’t many openly gay judges.”

Ostash Could Become the First Openly Gay Member of the Saginaw City Council

BY DREW HOWARD

Saginaw City Council hopeful Bill Ostash likens the city’s blueprint to a donut.

At its core, Ostash said Saginaw is lacking in terms of its development. Building up the city’s urban core is essential to creating a strong, vibrant community, he believes, and a top priority for him if elected to the Saginaw City Council this November.

As a chair on the city’s Historic District Commission, Ostash has worked for years to strengthen Saginaw’s downtown area through the rehabilitation of old buildings, businesses and homes. He says that Saginaw, like Detroit and Flint, is “on the verge” in terms of development, and firmly believes in the untapped potential in structures that others would have demolished.

In a 2014 study published by 24/7 Wall St., Saginaw tied with Ohio’s Youngstown as the 10th fastest-shrinking community in the nation. “What I’m bringing is my experience being on the Historic District Commission for the last 12 years, including my time as a chair,” he said. “That gave me the knowledge of how preservation works, how the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) is involved, and how other cities are trying to save structures.”

A lifelong resident of the Great Lakes Bay Region, Ostash attended Delta College and Saginaw Valley State University where he majored in Management. Ostash has served as a lead of Programming Tech at Dow Chemical Employees’ Credit Union since 2012.

Outside the computer science field, Ostash has built a reputation for himself around working with a developer to repurpose a 1920s apartment building in the Cathedral District. “It still has much of the original architecture and ornate material making up its charm,” he said. “The plan submitted to the city is to repurpose, renovate and turn it into a 10-unit condo building with gathering areas and a rooftop deck for entertaining.”

He hopes to introduce a program to help renovate/redevelop structures in Saginaw if elected to city council. “I’d like to put together a program, like in Grand Rapids, where you look for buildings that are in need of repair. You find a way to fund the project. Once the project is done there is an agreement to repay the source that funded the project.”

Ostash speaks fondly of Saginaw’s downtown area. What attracts him most to the area is its diverse urban community, where the establishments are “very open and LGBT friendly.” In all the places he visits, he said bartenders greet you with a hug, not a handshake.

“In old town, no one really seems to care,” he said. He adds that many outsiders have the wrong perception of the area. “Saginaw has had a bad reputation, but it’s better,” he said. “Crime is down, but people say they’d never go to the city because they feel it’s dangerous. When you follow up, it’s not what people think it is. We are in a time where this is more development in our city than it has seen in the last 50 years.”

Redeveloping the area into a space people can feel safe walking down the street is another top priority for Ostash. He said it’s important now more than ever to make sure police and fire in the city continue to be funded.

“Governor Snyder said he’d make sure troubled cities have police protection when he campaigned,” Ostash said. “Saginaw, Pontiac, Detroit and Flint were cities he focused on. When Whitmer and Abdul ran in the primary for governor this year I told them we need to keep this program.”

Saginaw has recovered a lot, but not enough financially the point this program could be pulled.”

Ostash confirms that he would be the first openly gay member to ever serve on the Saginaw City Council if elected, though it’s not his intention for running. “I think I’ve got a very progressive-thinking mind. That’s what happening now with the candidates here, there’s more opportunity for the city.”

“I’ve never experience such a passion to bring the city back ... I’m just a variable making it happen.”

Follow Bill Ostash online at facebook.com/OstashForSaginawCityCouncil/.
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Use MiVoterGuide.com
Michigan’s Progressive Voter Guide
What Voters Need to Know for Nov. 6

BY BTL STAFF

When searching for guidance about candidates who support progressive values, families, fairness, education, healthier children and a healthier planet, look no further than Michigan’s 2018 Progressive Voter Guide. The guide aggregates endorsements from 10 state and national organizations dedicated to LGBTQ issues, women’s rights, labor and the environment.

All in one place, voters can see which candidates have the support of the progressive organizations on their own personalized statewide and local ballot. The guide also provides right wing, conservative endorsements so voters can see which candidates, if elected, would likely work against progressive values in Michigan.

“This voting guide will be a crucial resource for Michigan voters this election cycle. As we face ongoing attacks at the federal level and the threat of anti-LGBTQ extremist Bill Schuette in the governor’s office, knowing where candidates stand on issues that are important to us - like LGBTQ equality - has never been more important,” said Amritha Venkataraman, Michigan state manager with the Human Rights Campaign.

She continued, “All politics is local — who’s sitting in the governor’s mansion is just as important as who’s sitting in the county clerk’s office. We need pro-equality champions at every level who will move equality forward and make Michigan a welcoming and inclusive place for all.”

The Progressive Voter Guide is part of a statewide initiative to increase progressive voter interest and help mobilize these same voters to head to the polls on Nov. 6. Pride Source Media Group has combined the endorsements of Michigan’s leading progressive organizations with research about candidates and ballot measures to give you the information you’ve been searching for to be an informed voter.

Ruth Lednicer, director of media and communications with Planned Parenthood of Michigan, said that the organization is “pleased” to be part of the voter guide.

“Writer and poet Audre Lorde said ‘there is no such thing as a single-issue struggle, because we do not live single-issue lives.’ That sentiment is aptly reflected in this voter guide, which gives voters the information on where candidates stand on many of the key issues affecting our lives today,” Lednicer said.

She added that the guide helps voters “cut through the noise and gives you one place to see where the candidates stand on these issues, and which candidates will stand with you.”

“By creating a guide that includes the endorsements of key organizations across the state, Pride Source gives voters a way to choose those candidates who will work to support fairness and equality for all,” Lednicer said.

This year’s guide goes much deeper into local races than ever before with endorsements and information into judgeships and races on both the county and city levels. The guide also shows candidates supported by far-right groups who are working against progressive values such as the Coalition for Family Values and Right to Life.

“I recall when the BTL voter guide was limited to LGBT issues and was only available in print. The guide has been improved every election cycle, and the current edition which is online and super simple to use now covers all of the candidates and groups that any progressive voter cares about and on both sides of our issues,” said Mark LaChey, chair of the LGBTQ & Allies Caucus of the Michigan Democratic Party.

He added that the guide stands to aid not only in informing voters, but in providing them confidence in the candidates they choose.

“Anecdotally, it seems that many people are hesitant to vote at all if they don’t know the candidates,” LaChey said. “The easy access to this information not only encourages those folks to go to the polls but to vote for pro-equality candidates. A win/win for our community.”

How to use the guide:

- Visit mivoterguide.com and enter your zip code for a list of progressive candidates in your area.
- For a personalized ballot, enter your email address to get this information sent to you the night before Election Day. The guide will be continually updated as new endorsements become available.
- Most importantly, use the information provided to inform you when you get out and vote in the upcoming Nov. 6 general election.


MiVoterGuide.com Partners

The Progressive Voters Guide is a Pride Source Media Group project which includes the following partners and their endorsements:

- LGBTQ & Allies Caucus of the MI Dem Party
- Equality Michigan
- UAW Civil & Human Rights Committee
- Planned Parenthood of Michigan
- Sierra Club, Michigan Chapter
- ACLU of Michigan
- Human Rights Campaign
- Michigan League of Conservation Voters
- Michigan AFL-CIO
- Michigan Now
- Progressive Women’s Alliance of West MI
- Lansing Area Human Rights Coalition — PAC

Statewide Ballot Measures, BTL Says Vote ‘YES’ on All 3

Voters Not Politicians

A proposed constitutional amendment to establish a commission of citizens with exclusive authority to adopt district boundaries for the Michigan Senate, Michigan House of Representatives and U.S. congress, every 10 years.

Promote the Vote

A proposed constitutional amendment to provide certain voting rights to make voting easier and more accessible in Michigan.

Marijuana Legalization

Legalize recreational use of marijuana
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Megan Cavanagh
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Drag Time for Jesus

GATORADE, Ariz.: I'm a skeptic concerning things LGBTQ supernatural; but on a wonder-working past weekend I spent reporting for BTL on the Drag Queens for Jesus Convention held here was, well, miraculous. Awe-inspiring. Pence-poking. GOP-provoking.

It was also ecumenical, as the three-day drama-queen pageant coincided with pretty-face Vice President Mike Pence speaking in Washington, D.C., to a gathering of anti-gay Family Research Council's 2018 Values Voter Summit. Topic: right to religious rejection of everybody but us.

With 100 drag queens, two-dozen Pence look-alike parking attendants, a DQ4J Passion Play non-Equity cast of Jesus, Mary, Pontius Pilate, John the Baptist, Salome, ‘Madonna’, Judy Garland, Mae West, Pope Joan Rivers, assorted flagellants and semi-naked line-dance slaves, gathered, Gatorade (pop. 832) was transformed into Vatican City meets Mel Gibson's S/M – sandals and mascara – Hollywood West at High Noon.

And hoped for, my friendly Rainbow Airline flight attendant Chance Ankleman's posing early at poolside our last day and, after giving me his trademark wink, flexing his biceps, triceps, abs and glutes, suggests I join him for lunch at the town's No Spic, No Spam (show you green card) Cafe.

"Two years ago I bought one of your hypnotic pictures," begins Chance, looking me reasonably straight in the eye, "and discovered your hidden 'for a good time call the artist' message and phone number. I called several times, but never got an answer.

"Frankly, I was disappointed. Do I get some sort of in-hand discount?"

"I must say Chance looks splendid in rainbow-colored Speedo with hidden uplift testicular support, and much more physically articulate than I do in my Passion Play, sequin-stitched, sag-crotch, WWJD-embroidered loin cloth."

"I'm sorry, Chance, but I quickly grew out of my blue period. Now that I've gone exclusively sexting, my subliminal art messages have changed.

"An artist has to keep pace with his audience. Tell you what, Chance. I'll pop you for lunch."

It's reassuring to find proven once more – thousands of miles from home – and in a small hamlet like Gatorade – that the profession of choice among goodlooking gay men is waiter.

"Goodness, what abs, " ours greets us. "Goodness had nothing to do with it," replies Chance, off on another bout of insider winking.

Over our meal of tacos, chili, tortillas, we earful big-time gossip making the Gatorade rounds.

"You may be out-of-towners," says Hunkers Jones, our waiter, "but three weeks ago, Rev. Dowlor P. Sparks had lotsa explaining to do. He was caught by a Greyhound bus attendant baptizing a migrant worker in a stall in the unisex loo.

"Things quieted down a bit 'til the AFA got involved. But Rev. Sparks says he's got a right to baptize anybody he wants, anywhere he wants, as the spirit leads."
limitations and potential harms linked to breast cancer screening.

- Women should also be familiar with how their breasts normally look, and feel and report any changes to a healthcare provider right away. Many partners will notice changes before the patient.
- Some women at high risk for breast cancer — because of their family history, a genetic tendency or certain other factors — should be screened with MRIs along with mammograms. Talk with a healthcare provider about your breast cancer risk and the best screening plan for you.

There are many different societies with varying recommendations, so it is best to have a conversation with your healthcare provider.

It is important to note, too, that the screening recommendations for transgender women vary because there is no consensus on the recommendations for cisgender women. After a comprehensive review of all published recommendations, the Center of Excellence for Transgender Health, Department of Family and Community Medicine, University of California San Francisco came up with some general recommendations. Here is a summary of those recommendations:

- Trans women on hormones may have an increased risk of breast/chest cancer after five years of taking hormone replacement. Transwomen whose hormone levels are not monitored and regulated by a medical provider may be at particularly high risk.
- Trans women should get their first mammogram at age 50 or after 5 to 10 years of hormone replacement therapy (whichever comes first), and then every 2 years through age 74. However, this should be discussed with their provider, with consideration to the length of hormone replacement therapy and the patient's family history.
- Trans men ages 50 to 74 years, who have not undergone breast/chest reduction or bilateral mastectomy, should get a mammogram every 2 years. After mastectomy, they should continue to pay attention to tissue in that area to look for signs of abnormal tissue, because of the possibility of some tissue remaining after surgery.
- Even if you have had top surgery, some breast tissue may remain. There is still some risk for developing cancer. We know that when the body receives too much testosterone that it cannot use, it turns that testosterone into estrogen. This means that trans men on hormones need to be monitored by their medical provider to ensure their testosterone levels are appropriate.

Screening for breast/chest cancer from your healthcare provider can reduce your risk. See your healthcare provider if you notice any changes to that tissue or the tissue under your arms, other than the breast itself. Limiting alcohol intake and seeing a healthcare provider for regular check-ups is a great start to a healthier life.

Dr. Latonya Riddle-Jones is the Medical Director at Corktown Health Center, a full-service medical home for the LGBTQ community. Breast and cervical cancer screening is available by appointment, including those who are uninsured. Please visit coktowntealth.org for more information or to become a patient.

**Parting Glances**

“Immigration should mind its own business,” he says. “It’s a matter of separation of church and state.”

**Creep Of The Week**

**Transphobia**

Being in middle school is tough. Your body is going through many mortifying changes: acne, body hair, growth spurts. Your hormones are raging. Kids are often relentlessly cruel to each other. You aren’t old enough to drive. Your parents are hopelessly lame.

Not to mention the active shooter drills you have to go through on a routine basis because the U.S. can’t get its shit together when it comes to guns. It’s revolting that protecting children from being slaughtered in math class is a partisan issue in this country and that Republicans are on the side of the guns. But that’s where we are.

Also a partisan issue in this country is how, or whether, to protect transgender students. (Spoiler alert: Republicans are not on the side of the students. Again.)

You might remember that the Obama administration issued guidelines to schools that said, essentially, “Hey, transgender students are human beings so treat them accordingly.”

In many schools this wasn’t a big deal. And by big deal, I mean it wasn’t much of an adjustment. It was, however, a big deal for trans students. I mean, if the President of the United States had advocated for the protection of LGBTQ students when I was in high school that would have meant the world to me. It would have made a lot of LGBTQ kids feel less alone and also feel a little safer.

However, the guidance led to a bit of scrambling in some more conservative places in the country where treating trans kids as human was a very foreign concept. Much hand-wringing was done over where trans kids should pee or change for gym.

In many schools this wasn’t a big deal. And by big deal, I mean it wasn’t much of an adjustment. It was, however, a big deal for trans students. I mean, if the President of the United States had advocated for the protection of LGBTQ students when I was in high school that would have meant the world to me. It would have made a lot of LGBTQ kids feel less alone and also feel a little safer.

However, the guidance led to a bit of scrambling in some more conservative places in the country where treating trans kids as human was a very foreign concept. Much hand-wringing was done over where trans kids should pee or change for gym.

And then came the Trump administration. And the guidelines for protecting trans students were scrapped. Trans kids went from a president who cared about them to one who was actively hostile.

And so the issue of where trans kids should pee or change was left up to individual schools to figure out however they wanted. And some schools are doing a really bad job.

Case in point: what happened at a Stafford County middle school in Virginia on Sept. 28.

On that day the school had an active shooter drill during which the teachers are charged with making sure students are sheltered in a designated area depending on where they are in the building. One of the places of safety at this middle school was the locker room. The boys went into the boys’ locker room and the girls went into the girls’ locker room.

Except for one girl in particular who wasn’t allowed in either locker room because she is transgender. According to multiple reports, the teachers didn’t know what to do with her and, after much debate, had the girl sit outside in the hallway, completely exposed to the attack that her other classmates were practicing how to survive.

Now, of course, it was only just a drill. It’s not like she was exposed to any real danger, right? Well, yes, technically. But the very point of a drill is to practice what you will do in the event of a real threat. And what was communicated to this young girl was, essentially, “You’re on your own.”

Now, you don’t need guidance from the federal government to tell you that there is no such thing as expendable children. But when guidance that acknowledges that trans students exist and affirms their right to be protected is issued only to be taken away, that is a pretty strong signal to trans students and the people who are supposed to teach, protect and learn with them that they are worthless.

GLSEN, an organization that works for safe and inclusive schools for LGBTQ students, just released its 2017 National School Climate Survey, which shows that “victimization of LGBTQ youth is not decreasing at rates previously seen — and has, in fact, gotten worse for transgender and gender nonconforming youth.”

And it won’t get better until we have elected officials in power who see LGBTQ youth as human beings. One of the best things you can do for LGBTQ people is to vote. Make a plan to vote on Nov. 6. Spend some time researching the candidates. Since hostility to LGBTQ people is part of the Republican platform, voting for Democrats is pretty much a no brainer, but knowing who you’re voting for when it comes to judges and other non-partisan offices is also important. A good resource is vote411.org.

If you’re thinking of sitting this election out, I urge you to think of that girl sitting alone in the hallway, imaginary bullets flying. Vote like her life depends on it. Because it does.
her and ready."

If elected, Cunningham says the new position would be closer to a promotion from his current job than anything. While his experience spans all three circuit dockets, he considers the Family Division to be his current specialty.

"It feels like a natural progression," he said. "Judges have taught me knowing it’s my passion and goal to be a judge. Brennan has been really gracious in letting me know her process, what’s going on in her mind, and what she’s looking for. I’ve been taught by the best, so I’m ready to go."

Cunningham has been organizing campaign events to meet with potential voters. He says he’s currently endorsed by all six of the Oakland County Family Division judges, as well as more than half of the rest of the bench.

One of Cunningham’s first public meet-and-greets took place during Ferndale Pride on Saturday, June 2. As an openly gay candidate running for public office, Cunningham says the opportunity to represent his community on the campaign trail is a rare one.

"As far as being a gay candidate, there aren’t many openly gay judges," he said. "I first came out when I was 16, and have had no qualms about it since. I’m very proud of who I am and what I’ve been able to accomplish. I am who I am, and I can’t help that."

He adds that while he’s proud of who he is, his orientation alone should have no bearing on his position whatsoever. "Good judges don’t see whether someone is straight or gay, black or white, or male or female. Good judges just see the set of facts and apply the law as we have it."

At the end of the day, Cunningham says voters should consider not only his professional qualifications but also his character in the courtroom. "In my courtroom I’ll treat people how I want to be treated. In the family court that’s a really important place to come from."

He continues: "In family court there are people that are in the middle of a really tough and emotional time in life. They need to just have their voice heard in court... I’m going to be cognizant of that - that’s where I’m starting from."

For more information on candidate Cunningham, please visit the Facebook page "Jake Cunningham For Oakland County Circuit Court." This interview is an updated reprint from July 28 in BTL issue 26.30.
Trump Names Openly Gay Judicial Nominee — Bringing Total to 2

BY CHRIS JOHNSON

President Trump has nominated to the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals an openly gay federal prosecutor tasked with enforcing organized crime and drug laws, doubling the number of his out judicial nominees.

The White House announced Trump's nomination of Patrick Bumatay to the Ninth Circuit last week as part of a group of 18 nominees for judgeships as well as appointments as U.S. attorneys and U.S. marshals. Log Cabin Republicans confirmed to the Washington Blade on Monday Bumatay is openly gay.

Should the U.S. Senate confirm Bumatay, he'd be the second openly gay person appointed to a federal appeals court and one of the highest-ranking judges in the United States.

Gregory Angelo, president of Log Cabin Republicans, said Trump's appointment of Bumatay to the Ninth Circuit was significant.

"Patrick would make an excellent addition to the court — the historic nature of his nomination as an openly gay man adds an additional layer of prestige to what by all counts is an exceptional career in law," Angelo said.

Obama appointed the first and currently the openly gay federal appeals judge, U.S. Circuit Judge Todd Hughes. Hughes serves on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and is currently the highest ranking openly gay federal judge.

According to his White House bio, Bumatay is an assistant U.S. attorney in the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of California and works for the Organized Crime & Drug Enforcement Task Forces Section. Bumatay is detailed to the Office of the Attorney General, where he serves as counselor to U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions on criminal issues such as the national opioid strategy and transnational organized crime.

Among the groups in which Bumatay has membership, according to his bio, is the San Diego-based Tom Homann LGBT Law Association, which seeks to advance LGBT issues in California. Bumatay is also a member of the National Filipino American Lawyers Association, the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association and the Federal Bar Association.

Other positions in which Bumatay has served at the U.S. Justice Department include the Office of the Deputy Attorney General; the Office of the Associate Attorney General, where he oversaw civil enforcement programs; and the Office of Legal Policy.


According to Buzzfeed News, the selection of Bumatay and other judicial nominees is a jab at Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) and Kamala Harris (D-Calif.). For months, the White House has been negotiating with the Democratic senators for an agreement on nominees for open seats on the Ninth Circuit, which compromises California. In the end, there was no agreement and Trump named judicial nominees not included among the consensus choices proposed by Feinstein and Harris.

It's the second time Trump has named an openly gay person for the federal bench. The first was Mary Rowland, whom Trump nominated for a seat on the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Rowland's nomination remains pending before the Senate.

Trump's nomination of Bumatay stands in contrast to his other 140 judicial nominees, many of whom have anti-LGBT records. The more extreme anti-LGBT nominees litigated against marriage equality, in favor of California's Proposition 8 and worked to facilitate anti-LGBT laws.

Trump has a long way to go to beat Obama's record in appointing openly LGBT judicial nominees. Obama nominated a total of 11 openly gay judicial nominees, according to an archived page on the White House website. (But Trump has now beat President Bill Clinton in naming out judicial nominees. Clinton named only one, U.S. District Judge Deborah Batts, who in 1994 became the first sitting openly gay federal judge. Batts currently serves with senior status on the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.)

This article first appeared in the Washington Blade and is made available in partnership with the National Gay Media Association.
Ford Employee Talks Transitioning in the Workplace

BY DREW HOWARD

Lynn Keiser’s transition from male to female in her job at Ford Motor Company could’ve been a nightmare. After grappling with gender confusion and its toll on her mental health for close to two decades, she was unsure what life as a trans woman in the professional workplace would resemble.

Since making the public transition to female at Ford in 2016, Lynn Keiser has nothing but positive things to say about the company. She credits the smooth transition in part to Ford’s HR and management team who were willing to go the extra mile to make her feel comfortable.

“I think the transition has helped my career in a number of ways — I was happy right away,” Keiser said. “I’ve never talked so much in my life since transitioning. I have an internal peace and confidence.”

From the perspective of her fellow coworkers, it took merely a day for Keiser to shed her male clothing and present as female in the office, but the road to self-acceptance wasn’t as black and white as it appeared.

“In 1995 I met my husband-to-be,” she said. “I came off as a gay man even though I was a little confused. I tried to live as a gay man in the ‘90s in New Jersey.”

It took another 15 years before she fully understood who she was meant to be. The revelation came in 2010 when Keiser was watching a movie and caught herself thinking how she wanted to look like the beautiful actress who appeared on screen.

“I explored a little bit,” she said. “I tried wearing women’s jewelry, then eventually women’s clothing. I joined a trans support group, and came to the realization that I’m a trans woman.”

However, coming out to herself and to a professional employer were two different stories. Keiser first attempted to transition in the workplace at a start-up in California, but could sense hesitation from her manager.

“I approached my employer about the transition, and they knew they’d have to accommodate me according to California laws,” Keiser said. “But I could see they were uncomfortable. It was a small family business, and I left.”

That’s when she discovered Ford.

“After another year or so of letting things settle down I broached the subject of transitioning,” she said. “I found a job at Ford listed online and applied there. While looking at Ford I was thinking about whether I could transition, and I found they scored a perfect 100 on the Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate Equality Index. That was very encouraging.”

It took close to six months after Keiser started her role at Ford to confront management about transitioning. In the early months, she said she would find herself crying in her car or crying herself to sleep out of desperation to transition.

“I was nervous of how it would affect my career, but I had to do it,” she said. “I had severe anxiety, and I was becoming dysfunctional personally.”

The first person she told at Ford was her supervisor. “His initial response was, ‘This isn’t the first time I’ve dealt with this,’” Keiser said. “He didn’t bat an eye. He said, ‘I hired you for your ability. I don’t care how you look.’”

Ford’s HR manager was equally supportive, even if he wasn’t sure how exactly to move forward with Keiser’s request. Keiser said the two of them investigated the matter together, talking with people who dealt with transitioning on the job as well as members of Ford GLOBE, a resource group for LGBTQ employees.

After announcing the transition to her fellow coworkers at an all-staff meeting, Keiser and her manager chose Feb. 29, 2016 as the first day she would officially present as Lynn in the office.

“I was extremely nervous, and wasn’t sure how people would react,” Keiser said. “It’s one thing to hear something verbally, but to see someone looking different, I knew it would...
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Work and identity are often strongly intertwined. For Steven Del Gaizo, he gets to be his authentic self while working on what he loves. In his current position at General Motors, he focuses on developing new autonomous technology that has the potential to enable GM’s vision of a world with zero crashes, zero emissions and zero congestion. Del Gaizo is a design release engineer who specifically works on sensing technology for self-driving vehicles.

“We are leading the way for autonomous technology and I’m grateful to be a part of it,” said Del Gaizo, who is openly gay. “Knowing that my work is contributing to a better future is a satisfying career opportunity. On a day-to-day basis, I work with various teams inside and outside the company to develop this technology.”

The car, known as the Cruise AV (Autonomous Vehicle) was built from the start to operate safely on its own, with no driver. GM engineered safety into the vehicle in every single step of design, development, manufacturing, testing and validation.

“With its advanced sensor systems, the Cruise AV has the capability to see the environment around it, in 360 degrees, day and night. It is designed to identify pedestrians in a crosswalk, or an object darting suddenly into its path and to respond accordingly,” said GM’s 2018 Self-Driving Safety report. “It can maneuver through construction cones, yield to emergency vehicles and react to avoid collisions.”

Del Gaizo spoke with BTL about his work on the autonomous vehicle, what he enjoys most about his job and what it’s like to be out in workplace.

How long have you worked for the company?
I’ve been with General Motors full time for almost six years now. I started working with GM as an intern during undergrad and graduate school. I had various positions within the design studio, vehicle integration, thermal analysis and aerodynamics teams.

I’ve been in this self-driving vehicle role for six months now. Before this new role, I worked on optimizing aerodynamics for electric and autonomous vehicles. For me, it’s important that I have a passion for my job, which is why I’m excited to be working in the autonomous division.

Are there specific parts of the autonomous vehicle that you work on?
Right now I have been focused sensing technology for self-driving vehicles, specifically lidar. It is an interesting field and every day I learn something new. As a team, GM is ensuring that all our autonomous technology is designed with safety at the center.

What do you enjoy most about working with cars at GM?
One of my favorite things as an aerodynamic engineer was working with the design studio. As an engineer it’s easy to get caught up on small changes sometimes, but when you walk into the design studio, everything is about looks and emotion which helps put things into perspective.

Now, in the autonomous role, I love the innovation and problem solving challenges. Over the years I’ve been able to get over 10 different patents for new inventions I’ve made. It’s exciting and rewarding work.

Tell me something interesting or unique about the work you do?
One of the greatest moments in my career so far was my work as an aerodynamic engineer. I remember walking into the design studio one day and seeing my computer-generated aerodynamic images being used as inspiration for future vehicles. Seeing my work directly impact designs of the future is a great feeling and very rewarding. That same feeling and emotion will come for autonomous when I take my first driverless ride, knowing that I played a part in enabling it.

Have you always been out at work?
Yes, I came out right around the time I first moved to Michigan. For me, it was essential that I be able to be out and my whole self at work. Being out at work was not immediate, it was a process as I grew more comfortable with myself. Now, I feel like I finally found my way. I’ve gotten over my personal fears and I am able to mention my life and sexuality without a second thought at work.

What is it like to be your authentic self while working at GM?
I have had nothing but positive experiences. I don’t have to make up stories on the spot about what I did on the weekend, I can mention my boyfriend and my life outside of work freely. It's little things that you do to cover that you don't realize become so exhausting over time and take a toll. I’m thankful that I can be my authentic self at work and I encourage everyone to do the same as long as you feel safe doing so.

Considering people are discriminated against and have been fired from their job because they identify as LGBTQ, what would you say to a future GM employee who identifies as LGBTQ about the environment there, and why they should feel comfortable being open at work?
I actually got this question a lot recently as I was recruiting for GM at an LGBTQ conference, Out for Undergrad. GM has gone a long way at protecting and establishing policies for LGBTQ employees. We have had a non-discrimination policy in place and before marriage equality, (and) GM recognized same-sex partnerships and offered benefits for them as well.

While I was an intern at GM, an employee transitioned in the workplace. We had an HR meeting to educate employees about transsexuality and brought in an employee to talk about her transition in the workplace. As a gay, closeted man at this time, this helped me see firsthand how GM supports LGBTQ employees.

Eventually, this co-worker and I became good friends and she was the first person I came out to at work. This is why I think it is important to be your authentic self, you never know who else is closeted and needs support or help coming out.

Describe your role with GM Plus?
I joined our LGBTQA employee resource group, GM PLUS three years ago. This last year I joined the board as the education and training chair. I lead a mentor group specifically for LGBTQA employees. Along with that, I coordinate and schedule workshops to educate employees on how to be inclusive with our partnership with PFLAG.

This year we had our first out executive town hall where leadership who identifies as LGBTQA hosted an open forum and talked about their experiences within GM. Right now we are really trying to engage and reach out to our allies because allies are vital for creating inclusive environments and championing LGBTQA issues.

We also do recruiting and represent GM at a number of LGBTQA-themed conferences around the country throughout the year. Along with that, we are focused on helping our community here in Detroit as well. Cadillac was a sponsor at Ruth Ellis’s annual fundraising event, VOICES, and we work with them throughout the year and have GM employees volunteering at their center.

Learn more about General Motors’ approach to safely putting self-driving cars on the roads in 2019 online at gaybe.am/4r.
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Dr. Truman Hudson, Jr., LEO Lecturer of Multiculturalism in the Department of Education at the University of Michigan-Dearborn, is a 2018 Ford Fund Community Corps award recipient. The Ford Fund Community Corps award will support Hudson's research on a community and school-centered research project entitled Blank Canvas.

Throughout the fall term, doctoral and graduate students in Hudson’s EDA 515 – Communities and Schools: Building and Sustaining Partnerships course will work with partners from LGBT Detroit, a local public high school and Ford GLOBE Group to co-design a leadership development supplementary educational curriculum.

LGBT Detroit is a Detroit based non-profit organization whose mission is to “increase the awareness of and support to Detroit’s dynamic LGBT culture.” Ford GLOBE Group is an employee resource group at Ford Motor Company whose mission is “to foster an inclusive and supportive atmosphere for LGBT persons within Ford.”

The aim of the Blank Canvas curriculum is to build new leaders in the fields of science, engineering, technology, arts and mathematics (STEAM), specifically in metropolitan Detroit’s African American LGBT community.

In addition to co-designing the Blank Canvas curriculum, the students will collaborate with LGBT Detroit and the Ford GLOBE Group to document and curate professional, academic and social experiences of STEAM professionals in the African American LGBT community.

U of M Dearborn Lecturer Earns Support from Ford Fund

Dr. Truman Hudson

"It was a little stressful at first — I felt awkward," she continued. "I got strange looks, sheepish smiles ... I call it ‘The Look.’ I get it in new places, at conferences and professional events. I can see people looking and trying to figure out how to react."

But walking through her fear was ultimately worth it, Keiser said, as she’s witnessed her co-workers become more comfortable with time. To get over the confused looks and smiles, Keiser said she makes an even greater effort to get to know her coworkers.

"People can get used to almost anything," she said.

And, if anything, Keiser believes the transition has improved her career and professional relationships. Her unique situation makes her stand out in a crowd, making it easier for her to network at professional events. And her newfound confidence certainly doesn't hurt, either.

"I like myself better, and a happy person attracts people," she said.

Keiser is using her experience to help other transgender employees navigate the workplace. Since coming out, she said she's received several inquiries from other Ford employees looking to do the same.

Keiser has several pieces of advice for transgender employees who might not be fully out yet. The first is perhaps the most important: prioritize safety above all.

"It's not safe to transition and make it widely known in some locations," she said. "Don't transition if you're going into extreme hardship or are in physical danger of being abused."

Secondly, Keiser encourages trans individuals to focus on career goals.

"Lots of trans people are without the chance to be educated," she said. "If you do get educated it's hard to get a job, and even harder if you don't have the education or some experience. Concentrate on your career and education, and make the arrangements to build a career."

However, despite the potential struggle and many of the tragic stories seen in the news or on TV, Keiser wants her community to understand that there are still many companies that will go out of their way to support trans employees.

In a 2016 article in the Advocate, she wrote this advice:

"Don’t believe the horror stories. We all see the drama-filled stories on television, but we have to remember those shows aren’t ‘real’ reality," Keiser said. "It won’t always be roses, but there are great companies that want great employees working for them, and having the support of your employer while transitioning can be an amazing experience."
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The LGBTQ community is not only concerned about how they are being treated in their general lives, but in their places of work, too. And more and more companies are embracing the LGBTQ community beyond Pride Month in June.

While FCA US LLC and the FIAT brand has been a longtime supporter and a lead sponsor of the Motor City Pride parade, representatives from the LGBTQ-friendly automotive company said it will continue to showcase its continued support for the LGBTQ community in more notable ways throughout the year.

FCA US recently earned acknowledgement of its diversity leadership when the editors of DiversityInc magazine named FCA US in the magazine’s 2018 list of “Noteworthy Companies for Diversity” and in its list of “Top Companies for Veterans.”

Members and allies of GALA, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance at FCA US, check out the specially-wrapped 2018 Fiat 124 Spider that served as the grand marshal vehicle in the Motor City Pride parade in downtown Detroit on June 10.

FCA US was also recognized as a leader among U.S. employers for providing domestic partner benefits to its employees in 2000 and has achieved a perfect score of 100 percent on the Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate Equality Index 11 times since the benchmark was established.

The company’s LGBTQ employee resource group, GALA (the Gay and Lesbian Alliance), hosts various LGBTQ-related events for employees throughout the year. GALA is one of seven employee resource groups at FCA US, representing a range of affinity communities: African-American, Hispanic, Asian, LGBTQ, veterans, Native Americans and women. More than 1,000 employees are members or allies of these groups.

“The members and allies of GALA are so proud of the company’s commitment to creating and sustaining a supportive and inclusive work culture in which the values embedded in Pride are celebrated beyond the month of June,” said Kelly Hanlon, Chair of GALA, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance at FCA US.

This month, for National Coming Out Day on Thursday, Oct. 11, FCA US began flying the rainbow flag outside their headquarters in Auburn Hills. It will fly through Spirit Day on Friday, Oct. 19.

Learn more about diversity and inclusion at FCA US online at careers.fcagroup.com/about-us/diversity-inclusion/. Follow FCA US on Facebook at gaybe.am/To, Instagram at gaybe.am/84 and Twitter at gaybe.am/6g
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her is so low-key about being Cher that calling her is like calling your mom. "Hi," she purrs with signature simplicity when I phone her presidential suite in late August. We are speaking matter-of-factly about gay things, political things, Twitter things ("I'm finished with the emojis that we have"). About going to Walgreens and trying to remember why she went to Walgreens. This seems so very … normal?

Certainly, Cher is the most multi of multi-hyphenates – fiery human rights activist, Auto-Tune pioneer, a unicorn, the Phoenix – but no, not at all normal. Not from down here, where we've basked in the long-reigning diva's treasure trove of film and music and bedazzled Bob Mackie costumes, and admired her ability to get down, do a five-minute plank (seriously), and somehow get back up again. That motion is the time-tested motion of Cher's enduring six-decade career. It's where grit meets guts meets glitter.

Our Oz, our Wonderland; a safe, shimmering space providing escapist refuge since the 1960s, a span which has seen Sonny (Bono, her late ex-husband) and Cher, anthemic rock and gay dance, inventions and reinventions – Cher's mere existence brought us closer to those within our own community, and closer to ourselves. She has three Golden Globes, a Best Actress Oscar (for "Moonstruck"), a Grammy (for "Believe") and an Emmy (for "Cher: The Farewell Tour"), and in December, she'll be the recipient of the prestigious Kennedy Center Honor for her indelible contributions to culture. But Cher's super heroine, Hollywood-royalty sheen isn't without genuine normal-person realness. Unlike "Believe," there is nothing artificially manufactured about Cher's no-nonsense, everywoman, Walgreens-shopper persona. Because even when her sequins glisten like a galaxy of stars on a lit Vegas stage, when she's floating high above you in majestic-goddess fashion, and when she's still wearing a variation of her "If I Could Turn Back Time" music video one-piece at her current age of
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And you got away?

Yep.

Do you recall the moment that galvanized you to stand up as an ally for the LGBTQ community?

I really don’t know if there was a moment. I’m not sure there was a moment; I’m not sure what it was. I just feel that, probably, there was a moment where guys thought I was just one of you. It’s like, there’s a moment where you’re either part of the group and you’re absorbed into the group and people love you as part of the group, or they don’t even know you’re alive, you know? Gay men are very loyal.

Look, I have a friend (makeup artist) Kevyn Aucoin – he’s dead now – but he told me when he was young, he was growing up in some place in Louisiana and said how horrible it was to have to hide and be frightened, and he said he loved listening to Cher records. I think that’s a dead giveaway! Haha! If you want to hide being gay, do not buy Cher records!

And I had another friend who had a Cher poster on his wall. I don’t remember where he came from – some small town too – and his dad ripped it off the wall and he bought another one, put it inside his closet and said it was a way to come to matinees. We managed to give it away.

I really didn’t think about it; when there are people who think that you’re cute and worthwhile and that you’re special. What kind of mark did that leave on you?

It just left some sort of indelible, interior tattoo. Because I have gone through so much shit in my life. I can’t tell you how many times people have written, “She’ll be gone by next year” I remember I got really pissed off at somebody and I went, “I’ll be here and you’ll be gone.” I don’t think I believed it at the time, but I was just angry.

So what you’re saying is what I’ve longed to hear: You’re immortal.

Well, no, I’m not saying that. Ha! I’m just saying I can be really pissy.

At the “Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again” premiere in July, you and Meryl Streep kissed on the lips. Was that meant to be the “Silkwood” reunion the internet wanted it to be?

Haha! No! We were just thinking it was stupid! It was so dumb! Meryl came behind me and I didn’t know it, and then we turned to each other, she looked up at me and she said, “You weren’t this tall yesterday!” And we laughed. And we just kissed! I had on my 10-inch heels, and you can see how tall I am next to her and we just thought it was funny. I said, “Kiss me!” And we just kissed!

I have to tell you something: She is funny. She is wicked funny! And I don’t know that she gets to show that side all that often, but she’s wicked funny and she just will do anything for a laugh. She’s got a really great serious side, but she’s got this really hysterical side too.

How do you hope your role as the mother of a trans son, Chaz Bono, has influenced other parents of LGBTQ kids?

This is what I think, and this is what I would hope: I would hope that, look, I didn’t go through it that easily. Both times. When I found out Chaz was gay, I didn’t go through it that easily; when I found out Chaz was (transitioning) … except we talked about it a lot, actually. But then Chaz didn’t mention it anymore, so I kind of forgot. And what I think is, there’s such a fear of losing the child you love, and what will replace that child.

I think it’s about the fear, mostly. I felt, who will this new person be? Because I know who the person is now, but who will the new person be and how will it work and will I have lost somebody? And then I thought of something else: I thought, my god, if I woke up tomorrow and I was a man, I would be gouging my eyes out. And so I think that if that’s what you feel then that must be so painful that it doesn’t make any difference what anyone else feels or what anyone else thinks. Chaz is so happy now and we get along better than ever.

You’re known for your emojis – do you have a go-to?

Well, I have a few of them. I have cake when I’m really happy, I have a ghost when I’m really happy, and when I’m really, really happy I put them together. I wish I had something that was more than the guy who’s got the blue head that is screaming. I wish I had somebody with a scream and his head was coming off the top of his body. I really wish there were better emojis. I’m finished with the emojis that we have.

Am I hearing right: You’re done with emojis?

Yeah, stick a fork in ’em! I just want there to be more. I like the emoji that’s the red-faced one with all the little signs over his mouth, which I always imagine is “fuck.” That’s what I put instead of the letters because they just get so angry. But also, I use the guy with the zipper across his mouth because I can’t say that. I have little fans, so I have to stop using that.

You could send out the shit emoji and you know what. Cher, the gays would go wild.

Oh, I’ve done that before! I put a bull and that together for when I think, “Oh, this is such bullshit.”

What will you be wearing to Trump’s impeachment party?

Well, I think that we’re all a little bit too premature for that, because I don’t think that’s gonna happen. But in my dreams I will be wearing something – oh, I think I’ll wear a wedding dress! Haha! I think I’ll do it first, I look at it, I delete it, but I take a picture of it first and then I have it. Then I decide if I really wanna put it on my Twitter or if I really wanna tweet it – or if I got it out of my system. I said something that I thought was really funny but obviously the people on Trump’s side didn’t feel it was funny and I got so much shit that I didn’t expect.

There seems to be a fair amount of homophobes who you end up calling out.

Yeah, I mean, I don’t know what they are. There’s just so much phobia of everybody. You gotta be the same color, you’ve gotta like the same things, you’ve gotta be the same religion. It’s like if you’re not one of them, you’re an enemy.

You’re known for your emojis – do you have a go-to?
Detroit Repertory Theatre
62nd Season Black Tie Celebration
6:30 P.M. Saturday
November 17, 2018

Join the Celebration

All Tickets $75
• Be a Citizen Sponsor $300
• Get 2 BT Tickets (Optional)
Tickets–Sponsorships–Contributions
Phone (313•868•1347)

Keynote Speaker
Donnell R. White
Chemical Bank Chief Diversity Officer
and Director of Strategic Partnerships

Included:
Champagne, Hor's d'oeuvres, Cash Bar,
BEST ACTORS AWARDS
and Midwest Premiere performance of
EVIDENCE OF THINGS UNSEEN
by Katie Forgette

ADD'L SPONSORSHIPS WELCOME

Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Leonard Slatkin Music Director
A COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED ORCHESTRA
COMING SOON TO ORCHESTRA HALL

CIRQUE DE LA SYMPHONIE
Sean O'Loughlin, conductor
FRI., NOV. 2 AT 10:45 A.M. & 8 P.M.
SAT., NOV. 3 AT 8 P.M.
SUN., NOV. 4 AT 3 P.M.
Orchestra Hall will once again be the setting for aerial acrobats, gravity-defying feats, contortionists, strong men, jugglers, and more, choreographed to live music performed by the DSO.

CLASSICAL SERIES
THE FIREBIRD
Fabien Gabel, conductor
THUR., OCT. 18 AT 7:30 P.M.
FRI., OCT. 19 AT 10:45 A.M.
SAT., OCT. 20 AT 8 P.M.

CONDORZKY The Tempest
TOMASGADRAMI for Trumpet
STRAVINSKY Song of the Nightingale
STRAVINSKY, The Firebird Suite (1919)

CLASSICAL SERIES
GRIEG PIANO CONCERTO
Sanu-Matias Rouvali, conductor • Vikingur Olafsson, piano
THUR., OCT. 25 AT 7:30 P.M.
SAT., OCT. 27 AT 8 P.M.
SIEBELIS Lemminkainen's Return
GRIEG, Concerto for Piano
SIEBELIS, Symphony No. 5

PARADISE JAZZ SERIES
DIANNE REEVES & CHRISTIAN MCBRIDE DUO
AND TIA FULLER – DIAMOND CUT
FRI., OCT. 26 AT 8 P.M.
NEA Jazz Master and vocalist Dianne Reeves and Grammy Award–winning bassist Christian McBride join forces on the Orchestra Hall stage for the very first time in a rare duo performance.

ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW! dso.org
313.576.5111
GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE CALL 313.576.5130
ORCHESTRA HALL • MAX M. & MARJORES S. FISHER MUSIC CENTER
3711 WOODWARD AVE. • MIDTOWN DETROIT

www.PrideSource.com
Comedian Fortune Feimster to Perform in Royal Oak Oct. 18-20

BY EVE KUCHARSKI

Even if it’s the first time you’re listening to Fortune Feimster’s comedy, chances are it’s going to feel like a chance meeting with a great friend, immediately comfortable. The kind of natural slide into conversation where both people pick up exactly where they left off, immediately going straight to the best stories — and the North Carolina native has plenty.

“I think people are immediately like, ’She’s one of us,’” Feimster said. “It allows me to just sort of talk to people on a real level.”

But don’t let her relaxed personality fool you, Feimster is a creative powerhouse. Not only is she an accomplished comedian, initially making a name for herself on NBC’s “Last Comic Standing” almost a decade ago, the openly gay comic has been a performer and a writer on “Chelsea Lately,” starring in shows like “The Mindy Project,” “Champions” and has a recurring role on “Life In Pieces” as Dougie. Then there’s her film career. She’s been in movies like “Office Christmas Party” and “Father of the Year.” Recently, Feimster sold feature films to Amblin Entertainment like “Bad Cop, Bad Cop,” along with two TV pilots.

“I think there are certainly people who think of you as just an actor or a standup and when they hear your accent and see my laid-backness they think that’s all I do,” she said. “They almost seem surprised when I’m like, ’Oh yeah, I’ve sold two movies to Steven Spielberg’s company.’”

Lucky for Michigan fans, however, Feimster is taking a short break from acting and writing while in the middle of a U.S. tour, and she’s bringing a taste of her comedy to Mark Ridley’s Comedy Castle in Royal Oak from Oct. 18 to 20. Before her three-date stint, Feimster made time in her touring schedule to chat with BTL about what drives her creativity, what it’s like to be a comic in politically divisive time and her thoughts on being a role model for other comedians in the LGBTQ community.

Have you ever performed in Detroit before?

I’ve done one show here and there. My fiancé is actually from Detroit, and I did a couple of shows in the past. We kind of combined that with visiting her family, but I’m excited to be there for a whole three-day run.

We’re excited for you to stop by, but just letting you know the weather just took a turn for the worse. For me right now it’s 45 degrees and raining.

Dang. I don’t want to brag but I was just walking my dogs in 80-degree weather here in L.A. (laughs).

We’re highly jealous of that here in the Midwest. Speaking of different regions, do you find that you tailor different jokes depending on where you’re touring in the U.S.?

I mean, I usually keep it pretty similar. I don’t have to change up a lot. A lot of the things that I talk about are pretty universal, or they’re just particular stories to me. The only thing I really change up is if it involves a restaurant and that particular restaurant is not popular there, I’ll just sort of switch it out to a restaurant that that area knows a little better.

Like how many people here wouldn’t know about Bojangles’ or something like that.

Exactly, yeah (laughs). I’ll talk about my love of Bojangles’ outside of the south and people will be like, “What? What are you talking about?”

What inspires your humor? Do you draw from personal stories primarily, or is it something broader like politics?

In another interview you mentioned you decided to stop doing your impression of Sarah Huckabee Sanders on “Chelsea.”

I definitely don’t talk about politics very much. Not on stage. Just because everybody is so divided right now. ... Normally my audience is fairly liberal but there are shows that I appear on that appeal to a broader audience. I never want to make anyone feel isolated or that they’re somehow the butt of my jokes and opinions, so I keep it personal and to myself and to my own stories.

You wrote a tweet once telling others not to lose empathy even for the people they disagree with, could you elaborate on what you meant?

People get so upset about what’s going on in the world which I totally get and understand, but to paint one side as one thing and one entity and just to be against that, it doesn’t help things. It doesn’t help bring people together, it doesn’t help change minds, it doesn’t help bridge gaps when you say, “I am against you. I don’t like you and I refuse to listen to your thoughts.” You’re setting yourself up to have zero dialogue and to have a harder time, where people can never find middle ground. I mean, there are people who I love and respect who have very different opinions than me ... but I don’t write them off.

Do you think your openness toward other viewpoints comes from being gay in small town and then moving to a big city like LA? You mentioned you were somewhat isolated from the LGBTQ community growing up.

Yeah. I think it was the same for my family. They knew some gay people but not anyone really close to them so they didn’t know what to expect, and I didn’t know what to expect. We didn’t have examples like, ‘Oh, uncle so-and-so’ (laughs). It was just something that had not hit as close to home for us.

How did your parents deal with you coming out?

Your mom is the president of your town’s PFLAG chapter now, but was it always like that?

I was living in Los Angeles (and) I think it helped in my process because my family, and my parents in particular, was like, “You know, she’s her own person. She is who she is and we love her no matter what.” So, I think the timing of it worked out well. You know, it was a hard thing for my mom to hear that I was moving to Los Angeles, like, “I can’t believe you’re going to move 3,000 miles away.” Once I did that, you know, she was just kind of, “She’s her own person.” So, coming out was not a big deal at that point. They just wanted me to be happy. I think for my mom, she didn’t want life to be any harder for me than it had to be.

When did you first realize you were funny? Were you always drawn to comedy?

The older I got and the more comfortable I got in my own skin, the more my humor and personality developed. ... Once I got to college, that’s when it all really started to come together. I just felt like a more complete person and I gained a lot of strength and confidence in college through professors and friends and they encouraged my creativity and the comedy part of myself and I think it really started to blossom then.

When did you first feel bold enough to do stand-up?

I didn’t start stand-up until I was 27, so it was a little while. I did theater in college, and I started to dabble in being on stage and it was terrifying at first. I just was so scared and I didn’t have the cool yet as an actor to be more at peace. I started taking improv classes at the Groundlings when I was 25. That really helped get rid of all my stage fright because I finally could feel comfortable. ... It was just like, ‘Alright, you conquered one thing, let’s try to conquer another.’ I did a stand-up show I think in 2007 and it just fit like a glove. It just felt so right and it felt like what I
was supposed to be doing. If they smell fear, you’re a goner (laughs). Half of comedy is just being comfortable and being OK on stage.

Has your humor changed since you’ve moved to LA?
I don’t know. It’s hard to say because I’ve lived in LA for the last 15 years. I don’t know what would have been my perspective had I stayed in North Carolina. It definitely opened my eyes up to different things that I didn’t know about. It’s funny, even though I lived in LA for 15 years, I still draw on a lot of experiences from growing up and things that I experienced when I was younger, and I sort of tie it in to my experience now living in LA.

As someone who has been successful and is publicly out, do you ever feel like a role model to other LGBTQ people who might want to pursue a similar career?
I don’t think I purposefully think of it, but I think I’ve always been naturally a responsible person and I’ve always tried to be a good person and, you know, my family really instilled a lot of qualities in me that are important to me to this day about being a good person. ... It’s a bonus when someone tells me that by me being me and by being comfortable with who I am, living my life the way I do, that it somehow inspired them or that it influenced them in some way positively. I’m so happy to hear that.

You always seem to be involved in many projects. What draws you to write and perform?
I don’t want to just be a stand-up or just be an actor, I want to have my hands in a lot of different things. And I also want to be able to tell stories from a southerner’s perspective, from a lesbian’s perspective, from a woman’s perspective – I want to take all the things that make me who I am and put that back into the world so that other people can see themselves represented in those things.

What new projects are you working on now?
The two movies that I sold to Amblin (Entertainment) are both being developed and, hopefully, if one or either of them go I would be in those projects. ... In the meantime, because development takes such a long time and it’s so much behind the scenes, I’m back on tour and I’m doing a lot of guest stars. I’m back on “Life In Pieces” and I’m popping up on some different TV shows that will be coming out in the next year.

To get tickets to Feimster’s upcoming Royal Oak shows visit comedycastle.com. For more information about her, visit her site at fortunefeimster.com.

just wear a white wedding dress. And a veil.

To symbolize?
Just purity and excitement and something new. A new phase!

And we’ll all go on a honeymoon after.
Yes, we’ll go on one big honeymoon forever afterwards. I don’t see that happening because I think that there are too many really smart people, in the devilish kind of way. All those people who are advising him, they’re really smart. But they’re really from the dark side. I don’t mean the actual devil in reality – not that I think that there is a devil in reality – but just a real dark side of gutting the entire government and gutting everything that was meant to preserve our safety and the water and the air and the land and schools and healthcare and all of it.

When it comes to our current pop landscape – Beyoncé, Taylor Swift, Lady Gaga, et cetera – who do you think does or doesn’t have the staying power that you’ve demonstrated throughout your entire career?
Gosh, I don’t know. It’s really hard to know until there’s more time under their belts, do you know what I mean? There’s got to be a little bit more time under their belts to know that. I think they’ve all done a pretty good job so far, but I think you’ve gotta have ... like, I’m 54 years into this business, so I think we have to wait a minute.

I’ve been thinking a lot about how we interpret an artist’s legacy after Aretha passed, and every time an icon passes on. Do you think about yours and what you hope that will be?
You know, I don’t really think about it. The only provision I’ve made is: I want all my friends and family to go to Paris and have a big party. I’m gonna fly everybody to Paris and have a big party. But no, I don’t think about it too much because it’s like, thinking about it can’t do me any good. It is what it is, and to think about it, what will that get me? Kind of nothing. Also, what’s really great is there’smusic left behind and there’s film left behind, you know? I’m gonna leave a trail. I’ll leave breadcrumbs.
**OUTINGS**

**Friday, October 19**
MCCDetroit – Inclusive Justice 9
a.m. Faith, LGBTQ inclusions and human rights, An Interfaith Conference. A press conference on threats to LGBT rights. Sign up at inclusivejustice.org MCC Detroit, 205 N. Main St., Clawson. 248-399-7741. mccdetroit.org.

Voices of Freedom 6 p.m. Celebrate 35 years of welcoming those ‘yearning to breathe free’ with us! Motor City Casino, 2901 Grand River Ave., Detroit. 313-962-9622. freedomhousedetroit.org/index.php/voices.

MCC Detroit – Divinely Queer Launch Party 7 p.m. Come celebrate the debut of Divinely Queer: My Journey to Spirituality through Sexuality, a memoir by Jennifer Miracle-Best. There will be a reading from the book, Q&A, and time for book signing. Proceeds from each book purchased at this event will benefit MCCDetroit.

**Saturday, October 20**
Affirmations Fall Fling 2018 – Save The Date! 7 p.m. Join us in support of Affirmations for an evening filled with live entertainment, hors-d’oeuvres, drinks, desserts, a raffle & silent auction with fantastic prizes for you to win. The event is 21+ and Costume Optional. Affirmations, 290 W. Nine Mile Road, Ferndale. 248-398-7105.

**Sunday, October 21**

**Tuesday, October 23**
Stand with Trans Support Groups – Ann Arbor – Waitslawen 6:30 p.m. Parent Support Group Facilitator – Yma Johnson, ymawg968@gmail.com or 734-780-4092. Trans Youth Support Group Facilitator – Joy Cavanaugh, LPC. Journey of Faith Christian Church, 1900 Manchester Road, Ann Arbor. standwithtrans.org.

**Wednesday, October 24**
MCC Detroit – GenderSpark Monthly Program 7 p.m. Founded by a group of trans-identified folks and their loved ones. You don’t have to choose between your identity and your spirituality. MCC Detroit, 205 N. Main St., Clawson. 248-399-7741. mccdetroit.org.

**Thursday, October 25**
Stand with Trans 2018 Support Groups – Farmington Hills – Oakland County 7 p.m. All youth are welcome to attend this free group. Oakland United Methodist Church, 30450 Farmington Road, Farmington. 248-626-3620. oaklandumc.org. standwithtrans.org.

MCCDetroit – Halloween Spooktacular! 8 p.m. Join us for a spooktacular time this year’s Halloween Party at the Montage Grill in Clawson! Admission price includes a taco bar, unlimited soda, music and prizes for best costume! MCC Detroit, 205 N. Main St., Clawson. 248-399-7741. mccdetroit.org.
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is one of the pre-eminent jazz vocalist in the world today. Orchestra Hall, 3711 Woodward Ave., Detroit. 313-576-5111. dso.org.

**Spartan Spectacular – College of Music October 4-27** is an annual tradition for the Green and White faithful since 1971. Spartan Spectacular offers an exciting musical experience for the entire family.

**Michigan Depression Glass Society Show and Sale** November 3, 10 a.m. Enjoy one of the nation’s best all-American made glass shows with makers such as Fostoria, Heisey, Fenton and more. Dearborn Ford Community & Performing Arts, 7501 Michigan Ave. Dearborn. 313-943-2360 dearbornfordcenter.com. michigandepressionglass.com.

**Saline Antiques Market** November 11, 9 a.m. Washtenaw Farm Council Grounds, 5052 Ann Arbor-Saline Road. Ann Arbor. 734-761-2796 salinemarket@gmail.com. salinemarket@gmail.com. salinemarket.com.

---

**THEATRE**

**Theatre and Dance at Wayne Presents:**

**Xtigone** In present day Chicago, a woman mourns the death of her brothers, mowed down by a rival gang. Studio Theatre at the Hilberry, 4743 Cass Ave., Detroit. theatreanddanceatwayne.com. theatreanddanceatwayne.com.

**Wittenberg** Hamlet, a student at Germany’s University of Wittenberg, is caught amid an escalating debate between Martin Luther and Doctor Faustus. The Marlene Boll Theatre, 1401 S. Lafayette, Royal Oak. 248-541-8027. stagecrafters.org.

**Stageworkers Presents Fool for Love** In a rundown motel on the edge of the Mojave Desert, former lovers May and Eddie square off to make sense of their intensely volatile relationship. Baldwin Theatre, 415 S. Lafayette, Royal Oak. 248-541-8027. stageworkers.org.

---

**Halloween at the Aut Bar**

**Dragly Hallows part 1** Saturday, October 20th Drag Show with Heads Over Heels.

**Dragly Hallows part 2** Thursday, October 25th Drag Show with Heads Over Heels.

**Party and Costume Contest** Saturday, October 20th Best Costume, Best Group, and more.

**Scary-oke** Tuesday, October 30th with Ki’rlo swag.

---

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA**

**THE SPECTACULAR NEW PRODUCTION**

**MAKES ITS TRUMPHANT RETURN TO THE DETROIT OPERA HOUSE** JAN. 24-FEB. 3

**BroadwayinDetroit.com** • 800-982-2787

**Groups (12+) Groups@BroadwayinDetroit.com or 313-871-1132 • 06 • 7:30 P.M. Jan 27

---

**Editor’s Pick**

**World Teacher Day 5K - Detroit**

In celebration of World Teacher’s Day, now through Oct. 31 the virtual race will allow those interested in furthering the careers of America’s educators can “register” for the 5K and donate to Virtual Run Events. For more information head to gayebe.am/18.

---

**THE ART ‘N’ AROUND**

**THE STONE WITCH** by Shen Bitterman

**MICHIGAN PREMIERE October 19, 8 p.m.**

Peter Chandler, a starring artist with his own literary aspirations, is hired to help “The Great Man” freshen his overdue book, an unlikely friendship ensues, secrets are revealed, and the lines of reality begin to blur. Theatre NOW! 410 W. Huron, Ann Arbor. 734-635-8450. A2Theatre@NOW!gmail.com.

**MCC Detroit – Open Art Studio at The Art Experience, Inc., October 27, 12:30 p.m.** Spend some time to explore your creative side! The studio is open with people to assist as needed. The Art Experience, 175 S. Saginaw, Pontiac. 248-706-3304. theatrexperience.org. mccdetroit.org.

**Michigan Depression Glass Society Show and Sale November 3, 10 a.m.** Enjoy one of the nation’s best all-American made glass shows with makers such as Fostoria, Heisey, Fenton and more. Dearborn Ford Community & Performing Arts, 7501 Michigan Ave. Dearborn. 313-943-2360 dearbornfordcenter.com. michigandepressionglass.com.
Healthy Sexual Care

LGBTQ Primary Medical Care
HIV Prevention (PrEP) • HIV Care & Clinical Trials
All Genders Welcome!

Your well-being is our priority. Our medical team is experienced, compassionate and sensitive to our diverse lifestyles. Also, our providers are board certified and accredited as HIV specialists by AAHIVM.

We maintain an extensive network of specialists to refer to as appropriate. We celebrate and embrace diversity and are non-discriminatory.

Quality health care, experience counts
- Preventative health services & primary care for your whole family
- State-of-the-art facility: lab, x-ray, pharmacy on site
- Most insurances accepted
- Designated a "Patient-Centered Medical Home" by Blue Cross Blue Shield, a high standard of excellence

Physician led – Patient Centered!

PAUL BENSON, D.O. is a Board Certified Family Medicine physician and Medical Director of the Be Well Medical Center.

Dr. Paul Benson's
Be Well Medical Center

1964 Eleven Mile Rd • Berkley, MI 40872
(248) 544-9300 • doctorbewolf.com
**QPuzzle**

**Across**

1. Loads
2. 5 Like a fairy tale brother?
3. Revealing a small opening
4. Iago, notably
5. Pink shade
6. Dis and dat, in Queens
7. Really a fan of
8. Web surfer
9. Happy sounds in bed
10. “Modern Family” adoptee
11. “Like a Virgin,” for one
12. It may be junk
13. Score in “Bend It Like Beckham”
14. “Rule, Britannia” composer
15. Nick was his master
16. Part of GPS (abbr.)
17. Untouchable head
18. Disney prince
19. “Mod Squad” character
20. Scout’s promise to be “morally straight”
21. They go clang, clang, clang
22. Push forward
23. Margarita who studied people
24. Covered with 51-Down
25. A woman named Thomas
26. Temperamental diva, e.g.
27. “Camelot”’s “___ Moi”
28. Musical prop in “Hamlet”
29. Temple text
30. Just watched
31. She plays Ms. Borden’s lover in “Lizzie”
32. She plays Lena’s wife on “The Fosters”
33. Aerosmith’s “Love ___ Elevator”
34. Temple text
35. Part of GPS (abbr.)
36. Diana’s accessory
37. Shower rod?
38. Sized up
39. Parting words, old style
40. Self-contradictory bra size?
41. Time of “Camelot”
42. Big e-tailing season, for short
43. Cole Porter’s “You’d Be So ___ to Love”
44. Skye of “Say Anything”
45. Skin designs, briefly
46. Pianist at Rick’s Café Americain
47. The “L” of L.A.

**Down**

1. Disney prince
2. “Love ___ Elevator”
3. Scout’s promise to be “morally straight”
4. They go clang, clang, clang
5. Oliver wanted more of it
6. Portia de ___
7. “That makes sense”
8. Griffin of game shows
9. “Love conquers all,” and more
10. Crossdressing saint, to the French
11. Pale gray
12. Lawyers’ thing
13. Tin Man’s request
14. Optimistic words
15. Covered with 51-Down
16. A woman named Thomas
17. “Camelot”’s “___ Moi”
18. Musical prop in “Hamlet”
19. Temple text
20. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
21. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
22. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
23. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
24. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
25. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
26. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
27. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
28. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
29. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
30. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
31. She plays Ms. Borden in the 2018 movie “Lizzie”
32. She plays Lena’s wife on “The Fosters”
33. “Love ___ Elevator”
34. Temple text
35. Temple text
36. Temple text
37. Temple text
38. Temple text
39. Temple text
40. Temple text
41. Temple text
42. Temple text
43. Temple text
44. Temple text
45. Temple text
46. Temple text
47. Temple text
48. Temple text
49. Temple text
50. Temple text
51. Temple text
52. Temple text
53. Temple text
54. Temple text
55. Temple text
56. Temple text
57. Temple text
58. Temple text
59. Temple text
60. Temple text
61. Temple text

**LIVING WITH HIV? WE’RE HERE TO HELP.**

(248) 266-5545 | MetroCareNetwork.org | (877) 931-3248

**MetroCare Coordination Network**, offering FREE comprehensive services to those living with HIV/AIDS

[www.PrideSource.com](http://www.PrideSource.com)
DHS Public Charge Proposal Could Affect LGBTQ Community

BY EVE KUCHARSKI

On Wednesday, Oct. 10, the Department of Homeland Security published a new regulatory proposal that will make it much more difficult for immigrants with documented status residing in the U.S. to remain in the country if they are using or likely to use programs such as Medicaid Part D, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, Section 8 housing vouchers and other forms of public assistance.

Families could be denied green cards or permanent residency in the U.S. based on an immigration officer’s guess that they might receive public benefits someday. People will be forced to make choices between accessing vital programs and keeping their family together.

The Williams Institute estimates that there are 637,000 LGBTQ-identified individuals among the adult authorized immigrant population, and an estimated 24,700 non-citizens who are part of a same-sex couple with a U.S. citizen.

Over 600 organizations including CenterLink, a Florida-based LGBTQ nonprofit, have already opposed this rule.

“This radical change prioritizes wealth over families, and opens the door to racial, and religious and health-based discrimination,” said a CenterLink press release. “These programs are designed and proven to improve participants’ health, well-being, and economic security. When our most vulnerable populations succeed, the entire community benefits. And, our immigration laws already contain provisions limiting those who are likely to be dependent on federal aid. This proposed change is unnecessary and cruel.”

Written comments and related material to this proposed rule, including the proposed information collections, must be received to the online docket via regulations.gov on or before Dec. 10, 2018. These materials may also be mailed to Samantha Deshommes, Chief, Regulatory Coordination Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, 20 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20529-2140. To ensure proper handling, please reference DHS Docket No. USCIS-2010-0012 in your correspondence. Mail must be postmarked by the comment submission deadline.

BTL’s Charles Alexander Recognized by Hannan Center

BY JASON A. MICHAEL

Longtime Between The Lines columnist and contributor Charles Alexander was recently recognized by the Hannan Center as one of their 70 over Seventy: The Next Chapter Awards honorees. Alexander was presented with the award at a brunch banquet Saturday in the Dearborn Ballroom of the Dearborn Inn.

“It’s certainly an honor for me,” Alexander said to Between The Lines following the awards presentation. “As an out gay artist and columnist for BTL, I’m proud of being chosen for inclusion. And while I am indeed way beyond the 70 age bracket, mentally I feel younger by about 30 or 35 years – and I know many, main rainbow seniors who share the experience.”

Alexander, a highly-respected Detroit artist who graduated from Cass Technical High School in 1956, has been creating and sharing his art since reconnecting with it while in rehab for alcoholism some 36 years ago.

“I’m alive today because I stopped drinking in 1982,” said Alexander. “I keep mental sharp by making art on a daily basis and by writing and researching my Parting Glances columns for BTL. Also, I exercise daily with weights and by walking everywhere as much as possible. For spirituality, I attend Metropolitan Community Church of Detroit, a source of strength, support and friendship during my sober life.”

A board member of the Scarab Club and former longtime curator of the Affirmations’ Pittman-Puckett Gallery, Alexander is a prolific artist. Alexander frequently donates his art to causes he finds worthwhile and has, to date, raised over $60,000 for human rights, LGBTQ and AIDS concerns.

In addition to recognizing members of Detroit’s artistic community, the Hannan Center’s 70 over Seventy also celebrated what they called changemakers, community leaders, entrepreneurs, lifelong learning individuals and unsung heroes.

Michigan Honors Hirers of Qualified Disabled Community

BY BTL STAFF

Last week the 2018 Michigan Rehabilitation Services Champions Award ceremony recognized champions of disability employment. Gov. Rick Snyder proclaimed October to be Investing in Abilities Month in an effort to encourage employers to hire qualified people with disabilities while focusing on their abilities and increasing the public’s awareness of the contributions and skills of Michigan workers with disabilities.

Those honored are Michiganders with disabilities who have utilized Michigan’s vocational rehabilitation programs to obtain work, and employers and other partners who are committed to employing and empowering people with disabilities. A former Michigan Career and Technical Institute student from Allegan County who works as a welder and an Adrian man who earned a cyber security degree were among the honorees. The Michigan Rehabilitation Services within the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the governor-appointed Michigan Council for Rehabilitation Services are hosting the 10th annual event.

Customers (including youth) who are motivated and committed to finding and keeping jobs:
- Keegan Linton, Plainwell, who is a welder at Schupan & Sons in Kalamazoo. Linton studied machine technology at the Michigan Career and Technical Institute, an MRS school in Barry County for adults with disabilities to explore job training in specialized fields.
- David Mayne, Adrian, a single father of four who became disabled in 2013 and later attended Jackson College, receiving associate degrees in cyber security and general studies and a networking specialist certificate.

Business partners from large businesses that are working in innovative ways with MRS and its customers:
- Walgreens – Southfield and Flint.
- S. Forest Service Ottawa National Forest – Ironwood.

Services and the governor-appointed Michigan Council for Rehabilitation Services are hosting the 10th annual event.

Customers (including youth) who are motivated and committed to finding and keeping jobs:
- Keegan Linton, Plainwell, who is a welder at Schupan & Sons in Kalamazoo. Linton studied machine technology at the Michigan Career and Technical Institute, an MRS school in Barry County for adults with disabilities to explore job training in specialized fields.
- David Mayne, Adrian, a single father of four who became disabled in 2013 and later attended Jackson College, receiving associate degrees in cyber security and general studies and a networking specialist certificate.

Business partners from large businesses that are working in innovative ways with MRS and its customers:
- Walgreens – Southfield and Flint.
- S. Forest Service Ottawa National Forest – Ironwood.

Community partners who have demonstrated a strong commitment to empowering individuals with disabilities to take charge of their futures:
- Lakeshore Industries – Escanaba.
- Sickle Cell Disease Association – Detroit.

Statewide Community Partners who have demonstrated a strong commitment to empower individuals with disabilities to take charge of their futures:
- Joe Quick – Michigan Works!, Lansing.
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